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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
A. GENERAL
Designing integrated circuits is a lengthy and costly task. The steps required can be organized into
levels of abstraction ordered roughly as follows 3. 4:
Requirements:
The specification of the overall performance, area, and I/O for the circuit.
Abstract Algorithms: The behavior of the circuit without a binding for the actual operations and data types.
Concrete Algorithms: The behavior of the circuit expressed in a machine-independent programming
language. The operators and data types are specified.
Programming:
The machine language for the circuit if it is programmable.
Register Transfer:
The behavior described in terms of states during which data is transferred between
registers in the circuit.
Logic:
The circuit description in terms of logic components and their interconnections.
Discrete Circuit:
Logic functions in terms of transistors, resistors. capacitors. etc.
Topology:
A circuit in which physical dimensions are absent. but in which relative positioning is
expressed.
Masks:
Transistors are defined by the intersections of polygonal areas on masks that are used in
the fabrication process for integrated circuits.
Each of the above levels represents a class of decisions made in the design process. In the higher levels
the decisions have a larger scope than those at the lower levels and may hide details of the lower levels.
Decisions at the lower levels can be made without much information or guidance from the higher levels. To
evaluate a design, the non-behavioral characteristics 2 such as power. area. and delay must be determined. The
effects of decisions made at the higher levels on these non-behavioral characteristics often cannot be
determined until a design is refined all the way to the bottom level.
The concrete algorithm level is the highest level considered here. Many design alternatives can be
examined at this level. (Examining many alternatives is impractical at the lower levels because of the amount
of work that must be done.) However, this approach allows for rapid descent through the levels of absraction
so that an estimate of the power, delay, and area of an implementation can be quickly determined. For
example, a decision may be made to change the precision or representation of numbers used in an algorithm.
This kind of decision changes the delay by an order of magnitude and also affects the power and area.
Without refining the design to the level of IC masks, the effect of these changes cannot be easily determined.
It may be possible to change the logic equations or transistor schenratics or possibly the mask specifications.
but it would be a difficult, tedious. and error-prone job for a human to perform. The task of converting from
a two's complement number system to a another number system is evcn more difficult to perform. All the
logic equations would ha'e to be re-derived. E~erything at the lo%er levels %ould also have to be discarded.
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B. DOMAIN
The algorithmic language used in this approach is a functional language that allows for description of
tree-structured algorithms and computations. The compiler utilizes templates designed with self-timed
logic13, 15 thus assuring proper function, no matter how the cells are placed or stretched on a chip. This
simplifies the automatic synthesis of the circuits. The circuit elements need only be connected to work. With
self-timed logic, a clock signal does not have to be routed to the synchronous elements since there are none.
Determination of worst-case timing for parallel computational paths does not have to be performed to
determine a clock period. Unfortunately. self-timed circuits are larger than their clocked counterparts. They
require more circuitry, more power. more wires, and more pins on the chips. The interface to a self-timed
chip must either convert synchronous signals to self-timed signals or pay a penalty in the number of pins used
on the chip. I feel that the advantages offset these liabilities for IC protyping.

6

SECTION 11
APPROACH
Work is continuing on a compiler that reads a description at the concrete algorithm level and translates
it into mask specifications for an IC. When the IC is built, it will have the desired behavior. No placement
information is given by the designer. It isinstead derived from the structure of the algorithm. The behavior
isspecified in a strongly-typed, functional subset of Algol 68. As in other functional languages. variables are
bound in functions. but cannot be re-assigned.
An algorithm is viewed as having two dimensions. These are mapped directly to the two dimensions
available on planar chips. One dimension isthe flow of the data through the algorithm. The other dimension
is the concurrency of tasks and the width of the data and operators. This straightforward mapping greatly
reduces the number of options at the lower levels of abstraction that the Compiler must consider. The
execution time of the compiler methodology being employed is linear. and so many algorithmic possibilities
can be explored quickly by a designer. A designer must be able to experiment with these to find a practical
implementation of special-purpose architectures and special-purpose arithmetic chips.
Experimentation may consist of varying the amount of parallelism in different parts of the algorithm. It
is important to try various number representations for the data and operators used in the algorithms.
Choosing between representations like one's complemenL two's complement, unsigned, residue, signed digit.
and other redundant number systems has a much bigger impact on algorithm performance, and therefore.
chip performance, than is attainable when considering changes at the logic, transistor. or mask levels.
Because the mask layouts can- be rapidly produced, it is possible to produce metrics for design
comparisons quickly. The area and power consumed by the circuit can be calculated as the circuit islaid out.
Timing information can be obtained by running conventional timing simulators 16 .14 after the mask
description isproduced.

A. TARGET CIRCUITRY
The compiler will translate the Algol language expressions into Chisel 8, an algorithmic geometry
language. Chisel translates geometry information directly into CIF 5 '2 descriptions of IC masks. The
compiler uses pre-defined mappings from the programming language constructs to circuits. Each Algol
construct has a corresponding circuit template that implements the high-level behavior. There are templates
frIF. CASE, function calls. and the Boolean operators. The term template is used, rather than circuit.
bec ause the circuitry must be stretchable and parametric to accommodate functions of any size. The only
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details of the interior of the templates needed by the compiler are the number and position of wires in the
template. In the case of the IF function, the IF template contains three holes, one for the conditional, one for
the circuitry that comprises the THEN part, and one for the circuitry that comprises the ELSE part. Since the
current target domain is self-timed logic, the IF template consists of multiplexors and acknowledgement
circuitry for the self-timed signals.
Automatic placement and routing is performed by mapping the tree-structured algorithm into a planar
tree structure11" 0. The first version of the compiler being built uses a simple placement method. Treestructured layout is inefficient in terms of area and wire length, but placement and routing may be performed
easily and quickly. After initial layout, the area is improved by using the Bristle Blocks 6 approach of
stretching the cells so that connection points align. When the connection points align, the cells can be mo' ed
closer together for abutment.

B. CONCURRENT PROCESSING
The number of concurrent operations is maximized with respect to the specified algorithm to simplify
the placement and routing. and to improve the speed of the algorithm. One copy of each function is provided
;

°

for each invocation in the algorithmic description, thus there is no sharing of "code" between processing
functions. Because the various functions on a chip can execute at the same time, the amount of parallelism is
maximal. Sharing of resources is not being considered at this time. If it were. then the various functions
could not execute at the same time. Contention arbiters would be required for synchronization between call
instances. Busses would be required to connect the function circuitry to the places where the inputs are read
and the outputs are to be delivered.

C. OPTIMIZATIONS
Many types of optimizations are possible with a compiler methodology. They can be grouped into two
categories - language-level and circuit-level. All optimizations require searching some space of possibilities.
Depending on the characteristics of the optimization, the search of the space may dramatically affect the
overall performance of the compiler.
It is useful to summarize the steps in a compilation to see where the optimizations are performed. The
compiler is an LALR(1) translator written in yacc.

The sequence of compiler operations is essentially as

follows.
1) A lexer reads the algorithm specification and groups the characters into syntactic units called
tokens.
2) The tokens are then grouped structurally according to the grammar
rules.
3) The parser uses the rules to generate a parse tree from the sequence of tokens.
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criteria.
4) The annotated tree can then be optimized according to some language-level
description of the
functional
and
spatial
a
5) Each node in the parse tree is then annotated with
associated circuitry.
spatially and the wires
6) The circuitry associated with each node in the annotated tree then is placed
routed. Circuit-level optimization are performed at this stage.
can be fabricated.
7) This circuitry must then be placed in and wired to a pad frame so that it
linear time. The optimizations that are
The lexing. parsing. placement, and routing of tree structures require
being considered are ones that are deterministic and close to linear.
so that they align, thereby
One form of area optimization has already been mentioned: stretching cells
language-level technique called consio ,
eliminating space for wiring channels in one of the axes. A standard
This allows a designer to write generalfolding is used to evaluate constant expressions at compile-time.
will not be executed in certain
purpose routines, knowing that the compiler will eliminate code that
to test for special circumstances
circumstances. For example, an n-bit signed-digit adder may be designed
eight bits are used. another for eight
with an IF or CASE expression, perhaps using one method if fewer than
if it is known that it will never be
to fifteen, and so on. The conditionally executed logic will be eliminated
definitions so that the word
executed. An example of language-level optimizations is the use of parametric
The cases where fewer bits
length in a function may differ in the various instantiations of the same function.
as will be required for higher
are being used do not need to generate as many wires or as much circuitry
precision numbers.
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SECTION III
CONCLUSIONS
A functional language was created by taking a subset of the strongly-typed language Algol 68. The
function language is then mapped into the target self-timed dataflow hardware. This mapping exploits the
structure of the functional language to produce a topological layout of integrated circuit masks directly from
the behavior written in Algol. The entire process is linearly complex and, therefore. fast, allowing a designer
to experiment with various algorithms and data types. Changing data types and the amount of parallelism is
easy to do in Algol. Working at the algorithmic level provides good leverage for producing designs that have
to meet non-behavioral limitations of power. delay, and area.
A. STATUS
The parser and lexer have been implemented. The self-timed circuits for the Boolean operators and
conditional statements have been designed and the IC masks laid out manually. These circuits will be used as
the primitive elements in the compiler. The Compiler will translate the Algol language expressions into
Chisel8 , an algorithmic geometry language. Chisel translates geometry information directly into CIF5 "12
descriptions of IC masks.
B. FURTHER WORK
The goal of this project is to design prototype integrated circuits quickly in order to compare the effect
of many algorithms and datatypes on non-behavioral chip parameters. The methodology allows for further
optimizations and improvements9 . The optimization phase could minimize logic, but this would require a fast
minimization program in order for the translation process to remain near linear. Linear complexity is
necessary so that comparisons of various designs can be made quickly.
At a different level, the self-timed circuitry has been designed using small equipotential domains12.
Work needs to be done on techniques to collapse several equipotential domains together to reduce the
amount of circuitry required.
The set of IC templates have so far been designed only in NMOS. The same templates have to be
designed in other technologies to achieve fabrication technology independence.
Another set of templates can be created that incorporates some testing mechanisms to increase
reliability of the generated circuits. Examples of techniques that can be incorporated are LSSD. self-testing
templates, and fault tolerant templates.
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